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Abstract- With the advancement in technology, various options to get latest news updates have increased significantly. News updates are easily available on web. So many users have shifted from traditional newspaper to digital news. This poses serious challenges to news providers where they need to make latest news readily available to user at all instants. Our project deals with similar issues and recommends news providers what exclusive news they are missing when compared to their competitors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
Information retrieval and extraction techniques can be efficiently applied along with latest web technologies available to develop many applications beneficial to various businesses as well as users. In our system we develop two modules. First module assimilates news from various sources to process news. It has sub modules which gather information, find similarity in news, find the differences in news, removes stop words, recommends a particular news agency the news they are missing when compared to other news channels. Second module after collecting news from a source facilitates user to view news of that news channel in a language which user desires from a list of languages. So even News providers of local languages will be able to use this project.

1.2 Motivation
Today being a world where every moment a new News is created, every person irrespective of their language and community would like to be updated with latest happenings in the society. With technological advancement various gadgets have become too common and are easily accessible to people. One would like to read news from a particular source in some other language. But he may not be able to do so as he is not familiar with the language. So we can develop an application which collects news in a language specified by news agency and parse it to convert to language desired by the user. User can choose amongst list of languages which is given. For Example. If a user from village wants to read what news BBC world is publishing on their website. But he may not be able to do so as he doesn’t know English Language.

Many applications have been already developed in news domain for the users need. But the news providers also want automated processes to facilitate user easiness. They require to compare their news with their competitors for smooth flow in business and not missing out any exclusive news. Most of these tasks are done by human analysts. We can provide an application which helps news provider to compare their news with competitors. We can also recommend what they are missing out in their news so that they have exclusive coverage of latest news.

1.3 Scope
System proposed could be further remodeled and refined for servicing complex user requirements. Our system would only process Text news. News in images and video will be out of scope of this project. Also we can limit news sources to 5 which can be further extended to 50 news sources if complex system is desired. Our system would only recommend keywords relevant to missing news and not the entire sentences. TextRank algorithm and idf scores will be used to rank keywords at various levels. Other ranking schemes are not considered. Also we have not taken time when news has been published online into consideration as “top stories” from various sources are retrieved which contain news updates related to all domains. Source news channels considered would be in English language as English is a standard language accepted worldwide. It can be extended to translate from any language to any other language. We will recommend missing keywords to news sources. System can be also designed to recommend entire sentence and further also the domain from which they can add up news in their source.

II. INFORMATION EXTRACTION FROM PLAIN TEXT IN NEWS

2.1 News Representation
When talking about News collection, first issue which may arise is what kind of news representation do we require for our system? It can be text, audio, image or any other format. Our system would be limited to news in text format. The news present on web is mostly in XML format. So in our application news would be text retrieved from XML which is embedded in between tags.

2.2 News Collection
News in our system would be collected from various online sources. Various technologies are available for retrieving news from online sources. News can be efficiently gathered from different sources using RSS [4]. Different news websites allow RSS feeds to be included in code so that real time news data can be fed dynamically to the application for processing. Only the data within the title tag of sources can be stripped off to collect the headlines [6] as headlines are of more importance in our application as compared to entire article because we need to spot the differences and similarities in news and not the quality of content.
Feeds from different sources may contain irrelevant information. But as we are just stripping content of title tag, most of the content is relevant. Still it will contain many stop words like at, a, the, is, above, under etc. which need not be compared otherwise which may lead to wrong calculation of distance measure or similarity measure. Only keywords other than stop words need to be compared in multiple sources. Term weighting can be used for calculating similarity measure. It requires counting of keywords which are same and accordingly news can be weighted. This news is recommended to news agency only if weight is above threshold value. Keywords can also be ranked. And only those keywords above a certain rank need to participate in recommendation [10].

2.4 Similarity Check

Concept which other methods use like tf for weighting the words in a document, cannot be used here because we are only extracting information in title [1, 4].

\[
\text{idf} = \log\left(\frac{\text{number of documents}}{\text{no of documents containing that term}}\right) \quad \text{as given in equation (2)}.
\]

Even idf \{inverse document frequency\} may give false measure. If the number of sources in which a particular keyword occurs is more it means that keyword is present in most news sources and rest news sources are missing on that story. But in case of exclusive news inverse of idf would be helpful as only one source has breaking news and rest sources are missing out that news. We neglect the latter case assuming in this competitive world most of the channels would have exclusive story on their page.

### III. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Get News

The first requirement of our implementation should be acquiring news from various sources. We use a very simple technique of RSS feeds. The headlines from various sources are extracted using RSS and fed to the GUI which news providers can view. Following snapshots make it clear that by clicking buttons for respective news channels, news of corresponding channel can be acquired in textbox.

3.2 Compare News

Also we have compare news button which can be set to show either the similarities in news of various channels or the difference between them. Coding varies accordingly. While showing the similarities or the differences it is very important that less significant words [12] in the news are not compared. Hence we remove stop words which do not participate in similarity check. Not all keywords should be checked. So we can rank [12] the keywords according to idf \{inverse document frequency\} as discussed before. Other methods of ranking keywords like position based ranking, graph based ranking and centroid based technique can also be used [7]. Only those keywords achieving higher ranks [12] need to be checked for presence in other sources. Following snapshots show result after comparison between sources.

### IV. RESULTS

Implementation part shows that we have successfully compared news for similarity check and recommending missing news. But this can further be improvised for fine results. Most approaches in this area are human based. And very less automated processes are available for comparison. So automated processes can be developed for recommending missing news which can be further tuned to requirements.

### V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our system we discussed the design and implementation of Multilevel Ranking for web news information collecting and filtering so that it can be automatically compared with news of its competitors. Besides we introduced concept of removing stop words and inverse document frequency for better comparison with less human intervention. Translation of news in English language to news in language desired by user has been also introduced.

As Future scope we can increase maturity of technique used for similarity check by using a better keyword ranking algorithm.
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Also we can recommend entire sentences instead of only keywords. Our system may not only translate news from English to any other language but also it may translate from any language to any other language. Concept based approaches for classification can be implemented with the help of Ontology to handle semantic mismatches.
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